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Abstract
Several studies have proven that public trust in government improves the level of policy or regulation acceptance and reduce administrative costs. In contexts where trust in government is high, citizens tend to be more willing to voluntarily comply with public policies. This article aims to explore issues of trust and distrust toward government, seen from the aspect of public compliance, both to rules or policies. The level of public trust toward government is expressed by giving its support through its conduct which complies with the existing rules. This study employed a case study research design, which was conducted in Yogyakarta, July 2015 – March 2016. It assessed the government regulation on Traffic and Road Transport and Local Regulation on Street Vendors Management. This study concludes that a number of non-compliant behaviors is a form of low public trust in government. Disobedience is a representation of government failure to enforce the rule of law which resulted in some of the processes and procedures of public services that have not been followed by people. Level of public trust in the government regulation is an output of a variety of interrelated elements: the performance of the implemented regulation to solve public problems; consistency in the regulation's enforcement and fairness, and government officials’ behavior, demonstrated through exemplary attitude.
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Introduction

The 2017 Edelman Trust Barometer Survey shows the largest-ever drop in trust across the institutions of government, business, media and NGOs. Among the general population, the trust deficit is even more pronounced, with nearly two-thirds of countries falling into the distruster category. Trust in media (43 percent) fell swiftly and is at an all-time low in 17 countries, while trust levels in government (41 percent) dropped in 14 markets and is the least trusted institution in half of the 28 countries surveyed. The credibility of leaders is also in danger: CEO credibility dropped 12 points globally to an all-time low of 37 percent, falling in every country studied, while government leaders (29 percent) remain the least credible. The cycle of distrust is amplified by the emergence of a media echo chamber that reinforces personal beliefs while shutting out opposing points of view. Respondents favor search engines (59 percent) over human editors (41 percent) and are nearly four times more likely to ignore information that supports a position they do not believe in (the Edelman, 2017).

Fortunately, according to that survey, Indonesians have the second highest trust level on four crucial institutions — government, business or corporations, media and non-government organizations (India and China respectively at the first and the third highest trust level). The average trust level in institutions increased 7 percent (62 percent in 2016 to 69 percent in 2017) while trust in government increased 13 percent this year. This increased level in Indonesia is unique in the midst of a crisis of trust that has hit other countries in the world. It shows that the model applied by the Indonesian government to close the gap between the elite and the public and provide equitable revenue opportunities and social infrastructure, has been well received.

Another interesting finding from the survey is that trust in social media in Indonesia has dropped to its lowest level ever, while trust in mainstream media and official corporate or individual social-media accounts have gone up (see Table 1).

Trust allows the government to implement policies without difficulty. In contexts where trust in government is high, citizens tend to be more willing to voluntarily comply with public policies (Im, Cho, Porumbescu, & Park, 2014). Conversely, in contexts where trust in government is low, the costs of policy implementation tend to be higher (Scholz & Lubell, 1998). Citizens believe that the government is capable of carrying out its role as the manager of government activity. Therefore, public trust describes a condition in which people have confidence in the competence of the government in performing its role as the manager of government activity. It is becoming more and more important as major social capital. Furthermore, public trust is also very important in encouraging people to participate in governance and citizenship activities. When people have a high public trust in government, the community involvement in civic activities will be higher.

Although the level of trust towards the government in Indonesia is quite encouraging, the government is still facing many challenges...
to win public trust. This article describes the result of a preliminary study that aims to explore issues of trust and distrust towards government, and is seen from the aspect of rules enforcement, particularly rules related to regulatory compliance. The proposition used for this study is: “The higher level of public confidence to follow government policy, the higher public trust in government.” This assumption underlines the importance of public trust in democratic governance. Thus, the main question is: “Why is rules enforcement often not followed by some people?” The result of research which has been conducted in Yogyakarta Province, Indonesia at the end of 2015 provides a clear picture of problems associated with the performance of government policies or programs implementation primarily on regulatory policy or policies that regulate the behavior of the people. Recommendations from this study are expected to reinforce the importance of public trust in the government policy implementation.

**Literature Review**

Trust is a theme which has attracted more attention in recent years. Comparison of general level of trust in the government in various countries starting from a philosophical discussion about the need for trust in government. Trust refers to a high estimation of the competence, honesty, or reliability of the one who is trusted, according to the expectations or norms of the beholder (Kleinnijenhuis, van Hoof, and Dirk Oegema, 2006). Public trust is not constant in any given culture (Boukaert and de Walle, 2003). It is a subjective phenomenon, even emotional. By contrast, the nature of trust in government is always changing. Nixon (2007) also mentioned that trust has meaning, implications and different outcomes depending on the conditions, institutional settings, and actors involved. Public management theories tend to explain the absence of public trust in government as a representation of the poor performance of the government system, therefore, public trust can be restored by improving the quality of public services. Furthermore, Christensen & Laegreid (2013) also explained that people who have had positive experiences related to services provided by government institutions will have a high trust in those institutions. Simply stated, the concept of public trust is complex, and given
the socioeconomic and political context, is very dynamic over time.

Most research focuses on Western Europe believes that public trust is indispensable because it indicates the level of government performance, good or bad (Boukaert and de Walle, 2003). However, a high level of trust and satisfaction does not always reflect what is commonly called ‘good governance’. Castillo, et al (2011) explained that trust is the basis for building a relationship between individuals, groups or institutions. In the context of democratic life, public trust in public institutions is very important. Institutions that receive high trust from the people have strong legitimacy in carrying out their duties, and people are more willing to engage in any activities organized by those institutions. See Beh (2013) defined trust in government as the reciprocity of expectations where the citizens expect that the government will perform in the interest of the citizens as they were promised. Within this perspective, the decline of trust of the government would be due to the government’s failure to live up to the expectations of its citizens based on its promises to them. Trust in government is essentially related to administrative integrity and service performance.

The hypothesis presented by some scholars about public trust is, the higher the trust and public satisfaction with government performance, the better the governance system (Fukuyama, 1995; Bouckaert & de Walle, 2003; Dwiyanto, 2011). First, trust is an efficient means for lowering transaction costs in any social, economic and political relationship. If people have high trust in the government, the public policy making process will be simpler and faster. The government does not need to undergo a long and tiring negotiation to convince people about the purpose of policy objectives. Second, trust in the government may encourage people to respect the authority of public officials so that the formulation process of government policies and activities becomes easier to do, without any activities to explain, to reassure and to justify the decisions taken. It can also avoid the emergence of distorted understanding of the policy substance which is often a source of problems in the implementation of government policy. Third, public trust can improve the relationship between government and people. When the relationship between government and people are closer, it will show mutual respect between each other, to reduce or eliminate the suspicion between people and the government in policy implementation.

Trust in government depends largely on the intensity of interaction as well as the quality of the relationship between the government and its citizens, since trust in government includes aspects of cognition, affection, and behavior of its government. Blind (2006) distinguishes the concept of trust into two types: political trust and social trust. Political trust happens when citizens appraise the government and its institutions, policy-making in general and/or the individual political leaders as promise-keeping, efficient, fair and honest. Political trust
can be directed towards the political system and its organizations as well as the individual political incumbents. Both organizational and individual political trust depends on credible policy-making. Credibility can be defined as an unquestioned criterion of a good policy. Credibility, in general, is assessed in terms of the different perceptions of performance associated with different policies. Good public trust in the organization, as well as individuals, is highly dependent on a credible policy-making process (Bouckaert & de Walle, 2003; Blind, 2006; OECD, 2013). Specifically, OECD (2013) called integrity. Integrity has become a fundamental condition for the government to provide a credible manner and effectively to the economic and social life of the people. Ensuring integrity means that the behavior of civil servants is in line with the public interest. They run public services reliably and citizens receive services based on legality and justice. When the government utilize and use public resources (including budgets) effectively, efficiently and correctly; and decision-making procedures proceed transparently, then public trust will grow by itself. Easily stated, integrity has been a major prerequisite for the government and its officials to win public trust.

Many scholars in social science and public administration have used “credible commitment” to explain the level of public confidence in the government and its officials (Fukuyama, 1995; Kim, 2005). There are several explanations that are usually used to describe a credible commitment. Kim (2005) describes credible commitment as “encapsulated interest of the government actor to honor her agreement or to act according to a certain standard”. A credible commitment has two elements, namely “encapsulated interest” and consistency. The government is considered to have a credible commitment if citizens believe that there is an “encapsulated interest” between themselves and the actors in government institutions. Citizens believe that the actions of the government and its officials are always based on the desire to realize common good and or protect citizen interests and property. The second element of a credible commitment is the consistency of the actions of the government and its officials. When citizens perceive governments and officials as consistent in taking action when facing certain problems, and actions always reflect their concern for their interests, then they are likely to judge that the government and its officials are committed to the interests of its citizens.

Government capacity or competence is an important dimension to strengthen public trust. Public trust always reflects the citizens’ assessment of the capacity of government, government agencies and their officials in performing their duties. Performance is the simplest benchmark to win people’s trust. Citizens who have high public trust generally are citizens who assess the government, institutions, and officials are able to resolve the problems of its citizens. The performance of the government and its officials in carrying out its functions will greatly affect the perception of citizens about the performance of the government. Several studies and surveys support this hypothesis (Bouckaert & van de Walle, 2003; the Edelmen, 2017).

Citizen satisfaction is an expression of government performance. The better the government’s ability to solve public problems, the higher the level of satisfaction of its citizens. Although satisfaction as an indicator is a subjective indicator, this satisfaction is closely related to public trust (Bouckaert & de Walle, 2003, OECD, 2013). In this condition, the public’s trust to its citizens is becoming higher too.

Methods

This study adopted a descriptive research design using a case study. The goal of this research design is to develop an in-depth understanding of the problems and issues
pertaining to implementation of regulatory policy and governance. Case study is an approach to research that facilitates exploration of a phenomenon within its context using a variety of data sources: a) a large variety of factors and relationships are included, b) no basic laws exist to determine which factors and relationships are important, and c) the factors and relationships can be directly observed (Yin, 1994; Yin, 2004; Baxter and Jack, 2008). Since issues of regulatory trust in Indonesia have not been understood very well, an understanding of the nature of the problem affecting regulatory compliance is necessary.

This research was conducted in the Yogyakarta Province, in 2015-2016. The chosen study site is based on identified characteristics: social and cultural characteristics and unique environment which is Yogyakarta, sometimes named as an education city and mini-Indonesia, since many students from many parts of Indonesia are studying in Yogyakarta. The research assessed government policy or regulation as follows: 1). Law on Traffic and Road Transport representing the type of regulatory policy that apply nationally related to all citizens’ behavior who use the road and public transport; 2). Local regulations on street vendor management, which represents the type of regulatory policy that manage the vendors’ spots/areas, people and street vendors’ activities.

Two categories of data were gathered: primary and secondary data. Primary data were collected through interviews and field observations to obtain information. The interviewees were selected from various actors, based on two mechanisms: purposive and snowball selection methods, related to implementation of policy/regulation in order to gain insights from different perspectives. A set of open-ended questions was prepared which aimed to identify any factors affecting the regulatory compliance, policy implementation and to differentiate facilitating from constraining factors. The interviews were focused on two main questions:

1) For officers:
   How do the administrative organizations (Regional Police Service, Regional Office of Trade and Cooperatives, Yogyakarta Civil Service Unit) ensure people’s compliance with regulation or policies? How do the administrative organizations ensure the evaluation of policies’ implementation? This question aims to clarify the context of policy governance and implementation. What are the factors that constrain or facilitate regulatory compliance? Some probing questions were asked depending on informants and interviewees’ responses.

2) For citizens (road users & street vendors):
   Based on citizens’ experiences, how are the regulations (traffic and/or street vendors’ management) implemented? Why is there rule breaking? What are the factors that constrain the citizens from following the rules? Some probing questions were also asked depending on informants and interviewees’ responses.

The secondary data collected for this study came from a wide variety of sources, such as internal government documents, government publications, and some research reports about policy implementation of Yogyakarta and its surroundings. Some data from Zahroh’s survey (2015) on Government Roles in Traffic Law Enforcement, in which the author involved in the questionnaire development, was utilized as one of the data sources derived from road users. The results of this survey data analysis were then validated with data from observation and interviews with related parties. To increase the trustworthiness, this study followed the analytic process proposed by Baxter and Jack (2008). All the materials were analyzed using triangulation of the data which involved cross-checking multiple data sources and collection procedures to evaluate the extent to which all evidence converges.
Findings
Compliance with Law on Traffic and Road Transport

The number of traffic accidents in Indonesia is still high, including those that happen in Yogyakarta Province. The causes of accidents were varied and one of the main points is breaking the road traffic rules (Yogyakarta Regional Police Services, 2015). In 2015, there were 5,879 incidents of traffic accidents; 128,615 traffic offences; and 70,472 traffic offences by penalties/fines (BPS-Statistics of Yogyakarta Province, 2015). This data is justified by one of the unit heads of Yogyakarta Regional Police Services. He said that the existence of policies might not be sufficient but the enforcement made the difference. Most road traffic accidents were a result of a road user’s behavior and more specifically, accidents occurred because of the decisions taken by road users to disobey or break the road rules. Accident rates and rule violations are always related.

Surveys conducted by Zahroh (2015) on the implementation of Law No. 22 of 2009 on Traffic and Road Transport also concluded the same thing. Most respondents who did the offense, agreed and supported the content of the traffic safety rules, but they repeated breaking the rules. There are several reasons underlying their inconsistencies. Not all respondents who committed violations was caused by lack of knowledge about the rules and dangers, but was caused by other factors, such as traffic conditions (congestion), hurriedness, to shorten the travel time, as well as weak and complicated monitoring and management system of sanctions. Multiple responses of the 82 respondents who have offended the road traffic rules show that 43 violations committed by the respondent were due to weak control by authorities. The violations are not solely due to factors related to their interests, but also the factors associated with the habit of breaking the rules. As described by one interviewee:

“Actually, if everyone is obedient, accidents can be reduced a lot ... But sometimes the violations that occurred in front of our eyes, left by police officers, are not penalized by the officer, or the offender was released” (CI01, interview dated November 18, 2015).

It can also be said that road users are compliant to the rule because it is based on the fear of getting sanctioned. Compliance is interpreted as compliant to the officers. They follow the rules because there are officers who supervise their actions and therefore they follow the rules. This could be due to several reasons. First, law enforcement is not strict and clear, which led to a situation of uncertainty which provides a gap rule for offenders. Second, in some cases, violations were committed by officers (police) or government official vehicles, however there was no clear sanction applied. Both reasons were showing the lack of officers’ firmness. A level of control is inversely proportional to the level of violations committed by road users. This further confirms that the level of control (and prosecution) for violations committed by road users influences the high incidence of traffic violations.

In the practice of law enforcement and giving sanction to the traffic violators in which the officer was not assertive and firm, was sometimes associated with the presence of a bribe. Although the information about how to deal with bribery and suspicious behavior has been disseminated and that improper conduct and behavior can be reported through various media, the public perception on bribery as part of daily law enforcement is still strong. As described by one interviewee:

“Public perception of bribes is still definite, despite a lot of good examples of police officers who are orderly, clean and help the road
users when they get in trouble. But it is still unbreakable..., remove the negative public perception about corruption. It seems to have become a common phenomenon. The government and officers must convince the public continuously. Top officials must also be role models, that bribes cannot be tolerated anymore. Examples of corruption are still often heard.” (CI04, interview dated October 14, 2015).

Inferences from road users’ interviewees made it clear that the public disobedience against the rules is closely associated with weak law enforcement. Public trust in the traffic rule contents is actually quite high. Their non-compliant behaviors on traffic rules are based on their social learning, such as bad examples from the surrounding environment and unlawful officers’ conduct. Despite the efforts to improve the services by establishing a Standard Operation Procedure (SOP), and by providing public service information and a complaints mechanism system, discrepancies in enforcing the rule and bad examples of rules violations, especially those committed by the officers or government official, caused public distrust in government. These findings are also consistent with Diamond (2007) in that corruption and abuse of power represent a betrayal of the public trust. People don’t trust government because government is too distant from the people and does not sufficiently solicit and engage their concerns. The core reason for public distrust in government is that government does not deserve to be trusted. It is also stated by Rawlins (2008), that public trust and transparency are important indicators to understand a relationship between government and citizen satisfaction. Corruption, whether it is real or perceived, can lead to public frustration and reduce public trust in public service performance, and then it will reduce public trust in government.

Compliance with the Local Regulation on Street Vendors’ Management

The increasing number of street vendors has had an impact on aesthetics, cleanliness and functioned facilities and infrastructure of urban areas. In some cases, the existence of urban street vendors could even disturb the road traffic. Therefore, it is necessary to manage street vendors. The government has several street vendors management patterns. All of those management patterns are based on several regulations, ranging from the national law to the head region decision (at local level). Street vendor’s management conducted by the local government of Yogyakarta includes determination of a street vendor’s site and street vendors permit. The requirement of managing street vendors’ sites are: do not obstruct the public interest; do not stand around government office buildings, a hero’s grave, a monument, a tourist attraction and a place of worship. The street vendors site also has to consider the distance from the intersection of roads, the installation of electrical substations, gas & petrol oil stations, at least 50 meters’ distance.

Furthermore, there are rules about street vendors’ equipment, such as buildings, tents or vehicles. The maximum size of those equipment is 4 meters long, 2 meters high. A street vendor’s facilities/equipment must be disassembled and the site should be cleaned when operational time ends. There are three specified operational times: 02.00 am to 08.00 am (morning), at 08.00 am until 16.00 pm (noon), 16.00 pm until 02.00 am (night). Each street vendor who does not meet these rules will be subject to administrative sanctions, such as: a written-statement warning, and license suspension. Each street vendor who has been carrying out its activities shall apply for a street vendor permit (license) maximum of 1 (one) year since the activity began.

Over time, the presence of street vendors in urban areas take some part of pedestrians/street areas or public facilities, causing
disruptions in social atmosphere, cleanliness of the environment, and disruption of traffic. It is necessary to have an arrangement in order to create a good social order incorporating both the community and vendor’s involvement.

Rule violations committed by street vendors are mostly about sites or areas of their activities. Violation of rules relating to urban spatial structure, for example, street vendors occupying public space or state-owned land as site of their business. This condition causes disruption of traffic congestion, pollution, accumulation of waste/garbage and et cetera. Sidewalk and part of road (as a parking area) is the main violation of street vendors.

Here are some interviews with some of the street vendors who feel and know that he had broken a regulation, but remains in the site of his business.

“Actually I agree with the rule. However, I need a comfortable place to run my business, and there are no constraints if my business place will be relocated. In the past, we were often disciplined by municipal police officers. We followed the rules, but afterwards….. Back again, after the officer left. Other street vendors also did the same thing … Well, the customers also liked the close site. So the customers also support us to stay here...” (DI01, interview dated October 23, 2015).

“I am aware of the risks. I occupy the sidewalk for my business. It is against the rules and harms pedestrians. I persevered because I think customers often come to my place. I once asked my customers what if I relocate? He was more than happy if I remained here. In addition, I was also responsible for any damage in this place, for example, I always maintain the cleanliness of the facility.” (DI05, interview dated October 28, 2015).

Based on field observations, some disobediences committed by street vendors are as follows. 1) The street vendors occupied some public space, which put others as well as vendors in danger; 2) The presence of disorderly street vendors creates a messy urban space; 3) The existence of untidy street vendors is not in line with the vision of urban spatial structure that accentuates the aspect of beauty, cleanliness and tidiness of the city; and 4) Environmental pollution due to waste disposal.

Law enforcement officials stated that there are a lot of difficulties in implementing the rules. The difficulties are lack of support, both in terms of human resources and steps in implementing strict sanctions. Although the government often conduct surveillance by applying strict measures such as dismantling tents or street vendors’ stalls, the availability of resources, both human resources and other social infrastructure, are not in line with the increasing number of street vendors and violations. The interview with one of the municipal police officer as follows.

“Demolition and dismantling stalls of street vendors who occupy the sidewalk in front of Prambanan sub-district police station had to be done, because it has been deliberately breaking the rules, even though the vendors have promised to dismantle their stall. In accordance with the signed promissory note that the street vendors were willing to unload their stall by themselves on November 6, 2015, while up to 9, 2015, were not yet dismantled, then the municipal police dismantled the stalls and took them to the municipal police office. Despite the stalls being dismantled and taken to the municipal police, street vendors could take back their stalls: tables, boxes and other equipment. Vendors can take them back in municipal police office, by showing their identification cards.” (CI02, interview dated 10 November 2015).
The above-described cases show that the street vendor’s compliance to the rules are still low. Weak supervision and inconsistency in law enforcement by officers in charge contribute to the occurrence of repeated violations. This indicates that public trust in government to manage public facilities are also low. Socialization on the management of street vendors’ sites and of regulations which contains rights and obligations of the street vendors is still less intensive.

Discussion

From the implementation of the two regulations: a) Law on Traffic and Road Transport and, b) local regulations on the street vendors’ management described above, there are some lessons learned. There are several common aspects of compliance behavior to rules, both to road users and to street vendors. The citizens who did the offense agreed and supported the content of the rules, but they repeatedly broke the rules. There are several reasons underlying their inconsistencies. Not all citizens who committed violations were caused by lack of knowledge about the rules and dangers, but were caused by many factors. The most important one and also the most challenging which are imperative in restoring trust in government is reforming the behavior and mindsets of the people, both from the supply side and the demand side.

From the demand side, public trust depends on the intensity of the interaction as well as the quality of the relationship between the government and its citizens. As mentioned by See Beh (2013), trust in government as the reciprocity of expectations where the citizens expect that the government will perform in the interest of the citizens as they were promised. This implies from the data described above and also from other cases in many countries, that the government and officials are perceived as distant, corrupt and unaccountable, leading to a widespread crisis of legitimacy between citizens and the institutions that represent them. Hence, citizens’ experiences of connecting with government institutions and officials has an effect on the process of forming trust in the institutions and officials. When citizens are in contact with a particular government institution, and then assess that government institutions and officials are helpful, open, and meet an easy access to information, the experience will shape their trust in the government. Furthermore, as the relationship between the government and its citizens becomes more interactive and participatory, citizens will become increasingly familiar with government activities. A more intensive relationship between citizens and government can build citizens’ emotional attachment with government, official and policy. It is a crucial entry for building a good citizens’ mindset about the government and its officials. This is in line with what Christense & Laegreid (2013) stated, that citizens who have had positive experiences related to services provided by government institutions will have a high trust in those institutions.

On the contrary, from the supply side, when the government successfully meets the needs of its citizens, demonstrates its ability to efficiently and effectively implement its programs, and shows its concern for the problems faced by its citizens, such governments tend to enjoy high public trust. It is all about ensuring integrity. Ensuring integrity means that the behavior of civil servants in line with the public interest; reliably run public services; residents receive impartial treatment based on legality and justice. It can also be demonstrated through consistency in enforcing regulations, exemplary behavior of officers and commitment to always assist and resolve the problems of citizens. According to Ostrom and Walker (2003), in applying these general strategies, political leaders or government officials must understand that building trust takes time, and a series of
repeated games needs to take place between the citizenry and the government before trust can flourish. Individuals, in other words, are more likely to trust one another after having interacted for several times together rather than on a first one-shot basis. In this case, citizens’ involvement or participation in social and government activities become a strategic point. This is also in line with what Putnam (1993) said, that citizens’ involvement and their trust in other citizens can shape political confidence. This interaction of citizens in social and governmental activities will not only make citizens have a higher trust towards other citizens but also build trust to government.

Conclusion

High public trust in government will facilitate government in implementing various policies, because the public believes that the government has a concern for the public interests and demands. Simply stated, to build public trust in government, the government must govern better. The shape of high or low public trust in government is manifested in public support through compliance behavior with the existing regulations or policies. Disobedience is a representation of government failure to realize the rule of law that is a reason why some of the processes and procedures of public services have not been followed or violated by people. The people’s perception about bribes as part of the process to obtain public services still occurred, even though the government has been applying several systems and procedures that are open and transparent, and the information delivers symmetrically and is also easily accessible to the public. It can be concluded that the public trust in government policy implementation is the output of a variety of interrelated elements. The first element is the belief that the rule or policy is made to solve public problems or to reduce the burden of public affairs, which is viewed through the policy’s performance. The second element is the consistency in the fairness of the enforcement of rules. The third element is public assessment of government officials’ behavior, demonstrated through exemplary attitude.

Recommendations for the government and its apparatus can be generated in this study are as follows. First, improving public service performance. To get to that point, then conducting the assessment or evaluation of public services regulation should be done regularly in order to encourage the public services improvement, so that the dynamics of emerging public demands are aligned with the rule enforcement efforts. Moreover, citizens must also have the freedom to monitor and criticize what government does, and to voice their concerns. Second, establishing education and communication-based strategies by improving public information flow in the process of program implementation through various media channels, directly or indirectly. By helping citizens to obtain quality professional public services, which is applied based on the principle of accuracy and certainty of service, equality and fairness, slowly the public trust in the government will increase. Third, urging a consistent and effective rules enforcement in order not to cause prejudice to discrimination in the process of policy implementation and public service delivery.

Since this is a preliminary study, it implies some limitations. The result of this study is likely related to problem mapping of public trust primarily concerning the aspects of compliance, which essentially identifies non-compliance or violation as an expression of distrust in certain policies that regulate people’s behavior. Therefore, future research may consider: first, expanding the coverage areas, as well as adding categories of respondents based on cases of public policies and services, using the survey technique, with a wider sample size; second, utilize other aspects related to factors such as pre-disposition demographic variables, as control variables to map the public trust.
issues in government, and: third, qualitative research techniques such as observation, interview, and even focus groups discussion are still proposed in order to obtain information that is complementary and comprehensive.
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